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ABSTRACT
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) enables network oper-

ators the flexibility to program their own forwarding rules,

providing more than one way to achieve the same behaviour.

Verifying equivalence between rulesets is a fundamental

analysis and verification building block for SDN as it can

be used to: (1) confirm a ruleset optimised for power effi-

ciency or table occupancy remains equivalent, (2) verify a

ruleset modified for new hardware, (3) regression test an

SDN application to detect bugs early.

We present a practical and novel canonical Multi-Terminal

Binary Decision Diagram (MTBDD) representation of Open-

Flow 1.3 ruleset forwarding behaviour which can be trivially

compared for equivalence. Basing our representation on an

MTBDD provides a proven canonical form which is also

compact. In this paper, we present the algorithms required

to correctly flatten multi-table pipelines into an equivalent

single-table, resolve equivalences in OpenFlow actions, and

build the final MTBDD representation from a priority or-

dered ruleset. OpenFlow rulesets can typically be converted

to an MTBDD within tens of seconds. We release our open-

source implementation to the SDN community.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks → Programmable networks; • Computing
methodologies→ Model verification and validation.

1 INTRODUCTION
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) offers fine-grained net-

work control by providing the ability to program low-level

packet forwarding rules directly into network hardware. This
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fine-grained control provides an opportunity to optimise for-

warding rule placement, such as optimising for power sav-

ing [14] and transforming rulesets to target different hard-

ware pipelines [21, 22].

The flexibility enabled by SDN increases the difficulty of

identifying equivalent forwarding behaviour. Equivalences

occur both in the combination of matches mapping to an

action, and within actions. Matches can be split into many

combinations with different masks or priority orders while

remaining equivalent. Actions can be reordered, applied in-

directly via a group, and contain redundant operations such

as a push followed by a pop while remaining equivalent.

Further complicating matters, in a multi-table pipeline the

forwarding behaviour observed by a single packet is repre-

sented across multiple rules which split actions and matches

across multiple tables.

This paper presents a practical way to check forwarding

equivalence between rulesets of two different OpenFlow 1.3

switches, enabling network operators and researchers to

verify a ruleset transformation is correct. Our technique is

general and can be extended to support new header fields

and actions, and, with some limitations, could be adapted

to other match-action packet pipelines such as P4 [7] and

other OpenFlow versions. Our solution correctly handles

priority ordered matches, multi-table pipelines, and complex

modifications such as pushing and popping tags (e.g. VLANs)

between tables. Additionally, our solution detects function-

ally equivalent actions, caused by redundant operations and

indirection resulting fromOpenFlow group actions. Our final

Multi-Terminal Binary Decision Diagram (MTBDD) repre-

sentation is suitable for extracting additional information

about why a ruleset is not equivalent, such as identifying

traffic which has different forwarding behaviour.

Section 2 defines the terminology we use, presents the

OpenFlow forwarding model, shows where equivalences

can occur, and introduces the options available to represent

OpenFlow matches, or more generally packet-space. In Sec-

tion 3 we present our method of converting rulesets into

a canonical form, which has three key steps. The first step

converts multi-table pipelines to an equivalent single-table,

using a Cartesian product combination of tables (§3.1). The

second step converts OpenFlow 1.3 actions into a canonical

form representing forwarding behaviour (§3.2). The final

step constructs an MTBDD from the single-table priority

ordered ruleset (§3.3). This MTBDD is canonical and trivially
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comparable to another. Section 3.4 identifies and resolves a

rare edge case caused by redundant set-field actions.

In Section 4, we describe our implementation, and evaluate

its performance. We evaluate the time to convert three rule-

sets into a canonical MTBDD representation. We show that

our Divide-and-Conquer approach to building the MTBDD

is much faster than a naive approach, reducing a 15-hour run-

time to 7 minutes in an extreme case. In §5, we discuss related

work and in §6, we discuss future research directions. We

release our implementation to the research community [1].

2 BACKGROUND AND TERMINOLOGY
In this paper, we present ourwork in the context of OpenFlow

1.3 [19], the de-facto SDN standard. However, our technique

applies to multi-table match-action pipelines in general.

2.1 Terminology
OpenFlow 1.3 exposes a programmable multi-table match-

action pipeline. The ruleset installed in these tables defines

the forwarding behaviour of an OpenFlow switch. We use

packet-space to refer to a set of packets defined by the values

of matchable header fields. We do not include non-matchable

packet contents in packet-space as these do not influence

the forwarding decision. An empty packet-space contains no

packets, and a full packet-space contains all possible pack-

ets. An OpenFlow rule matches a packet-space to a set of

instructions. An OpenFlow table defines instructions for the

full packet-space as any unmatched packets have the default

instructions applied. These instructions specify pipeline pro-

cessing including actions which apply forwarding. We define

forwarding behaviour for a packet to be the ports (if any) it

egresses and all modifications made to the packet, which

can vary per port. A ruleset is equivalent if the forwarding

behaviour is equivalent for the full packet-space, i.e. every

possible value of packet header.

2.2 OpenFlow Pipeline Processing
An OpenFlow 1.3 pipeline carries a packet with additional

information: its ingress port, metadata, and action set. The
ingress port and metadata are matchable fields which only

exist within the pipeline. A developer can use metadata to

store state information between tables. The action set begins

empty, and a rule can clear or add actions to it throughout

the pipeline. When a rule adds to an action set, it replaces any

existing actions of the same type. At the end of processing,

the pipeline executes the actions in the action set.

In OpenFlow 1.3 a packet begins processing in the first

table. Within a table, multiple rules may match a packet. For

each table, the switch finds the highest priority rule which

matches the packet and applies its instructions. A switch

executes instructions in the following order:

Table 1
Priority Match Write Action Apply Action

A 10 **01 Output:1 GotoTable:2

B 9 *010 Output:2 GotoTable:2

C 0 ****

Table 2
Priority Match Write Action Apply Action

D 100 1*** Clear

E 0 ****

Figure 1: Amulti-table pipelinewhichmakes forward-
ing decisions in Table 1, and drops unwanted packets
in Table 2.

Table 1
Priority Match Write Action Apply Action

A 100 1***

B 0 **** GotoTable:2

Table 2
Priority Match Write Action Apply Action

C 10 *010 Output:2

D 10 *001 Output:1

E 10 *101 Output:1

F 0 ****

Figure 2: A multi-table pipeline which drops un-
wanted packets in Table 1, and makes forwarding de-
cisions in Table 2.

(1) Apply actions first. Rules in the next table can match

these modifications.

(2) If included, clear actions empties the action set.

(3) Write actions adds to the packet’s action set.

(4) Write metadata to update the packet’s metadata.

(5) If included, goto table sends the packet to the specified
table to continue processing. Otherwise processing

ends.

Finally, the action set is executed. Therefore, the forwarding

behaviour of a packet through a switch is the combination

of apply actions from matched rules, followed by the action

set built along the way. A switch drops a packet if neither

apply actions or the action set include an output action.

2.3 Difficulties in Equivalence Checking
Figure 1 and 2 both represent a simplified two table pipeline

which forwards based on the lower 3 bits of the match and

drops packets if their highest bit is 1. Both pipelines have

equivalent forwarding behaviour. In Figure 1, rules A and B

apply forwarding by adding an output action to the packet’s

action set. Rule D, in the second table, drops packets with a 1
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Priority Match

A 100 d8:2c:07:cc:53:ed

B 100 c2:09:4c:bc:7c:e0

C 100 6b:aa:94:41:4b:a5

D 100 42:48:5e:3e:e5:16

E 100 82:e2:e6:6f:8c:b8

F 0 **:**:**:**:**:**

(a) The matches in a simple Ethernet forwarding
table. Rules A-E match specific hosts to select for-
warding. While the default F catches unknown
hosts.

Calculation Header Space (Wildcards) BDD (Nodes)

(Cumulative) Actual Worst Case Actual Worst Case

F 1 1 1 1

- A 48 48 50 50

- B 1,932 2,304 93 2,500

- C 64,649 110,592 138 125,000

- D 1,298,260 5,308,416 181 6,250,000

- E Mem Error 254,803,968 224 312,500,000

(b) A demonstration computing the remaining packet-space reaching rule
F, by subtracting all higher priority rules (A-E). We compare both actual
and theoretical worst-case space complexity required for the calculation
between both Header Space and Binary Decision Diagrams.

Figure 3: Space complexity when computing the packet-space reaching a default rule (F). Header Space quickly
exhausts system memory after subtracting just five Ethernet addresses from a default rule. While removing du-
plicate wildcards greatly reduces the actual size vs. the theoretical, the scaling is still primarily dominated by
exponential growth. The theoretical worst-case space complexity for a BDD is exponential. However, the actual
scaling we observe is linear in memory consumption. Header Space is measured in wildcards which are a few
hundreds of bytes in size and BDDs in nodes which are a few tens of bytes.

high bit match by clearing the action set, thus removing any

output actions. The remaining packets will match either C

or E, which terminate processing and apply the action set.
The ruleset in Figure 2 drops packets in the first table. Rule

A drops all packets with a 1 high bit match, and B sends the

remaining packets to table 2 where rules C, D and E apply

forwarding.

We emphasise that even though both rulesets have equiv-

alent forwarding behaviour, the matches used between these

rulesets are different. For the ruleset in Figure 1, rule A for-

wards to port 1, whereas forwarding is split into rules D and

E in the ruleset in Figure 2. The rulesets also use different

actions. The ruleset in Figure 1 uses write actions to set and

then later clear forwarding, while the ruleset in Figure 2

forwards using apply actions.

2.4 Packet-space Representations
Representing a packet-space, i.e. an arbitrary set of packets, is

a fundamental component in checking a ruleset’s forwarding

equivalence. However, packet space is much too large to

work with uncompressed. OpenFlow 1.3 can match more

than 2
1000

unique packet headers, sowe require an alternative

compressed representation. Here we present representations

along with their advantages and disadvantages.

OpenFlow matches are designed to map directly into Tern-

ary Content-Addressable Memory (TCAM) so a switch can

perform lookups in constant time. We refer to OpenFlow

matches as TCAM-style. A TCAM-style match is a series of

ternary bits (t-bits), which match either 0, 1 or * (do not care),

and requires all bits to match. Any field not specified in an

OpenFlow match is a do not care. TCAM-style matches are

not canonical as they can be split or placed in a reordered

priority while remaining equivalent. The minimisation of

TCAM-style matches has been proven to be an NP-hard prob-

lem [3]. So minimisation into a canonical form is infeasible.

Header Space [15] is an alternative TCAM-style represen-

tation of matches which uses a carefully crafted bitwise en-

coding allowing set operations to be computed quickly using

standard bitwise operations. In particular, the bitwise AND

operation of two wildcards (an encoded TCAM-style match)

calculates the intersection of the packet-space. Header Space

combines wildcards to store more complex packet-spaces as

the union of a list of wildcards, named Header Space objects.

Header Space defines the set operations: union, intersection,

difference, and complementation. Header Space is not canon-

ical, though equivalence can be compared by checking if

the symmetric difference between two sets is empty. Un-

fortunately, the difference operation between Header Space

objects has a theoretical exponential worst-case expansion

in the number of wildcards returned. Figure 3 shows this

expansion in an example which considers the packet-space

reaching a default rule F by subtracting all higher priority

Ethernet address matches A-E from F. After subtracting five

rules the machine ran out of memory, as the exponential

growth dominates any deduplication of wildcards. While

Kazemian et al. found lazy evaluation of difference can im-

prove performance by allowing terms to cancel early [15],

we have found it merely delays the inevitable expansion, par-

ticularly for nonequivalent rulesets where nothing cancels.

An entirely different representation of packet-space is the

Binary Decision Diagram (BDD). A BDD is a directed acyclic

graph that represents boolean logic [2, 17]. A BDD’s layout
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naturally supports set operations efficiently. A BDD has a

single root node. Each node has a label corresponding to

the boolean variable it represents and two child branches,

named low and high, corresponding with the decision made

if that variable is false or true. Terminal nodes at the end

of the graph represent the final decision made, either true

or false. The truth of a boolean expression for a given set

of input values is found by following a path through the

BDD from the root node to a terminal node which holds the

overall truth value. At each node along the path select the

edge that corresponds to the variable’s value.

A BDD most commonly refers to a Reduced Ordered BDD

(ROBDD) [9] which adds restrictions to create a more con-

densed graph. An ROBDD is a canonical representation for

a selected node ordering [9]. In practice, BDD implemen-

tations allocate all BDD subgraphs from a shared pool for

efficiency [8]. This implementation detail is particularly use-

ful when checking BDD equivalence, as equivalent BDDs

are the same graph and therefore share the same root node.

In the worst case, the space complexity of any BDD op-

eration combining two BDDs is the product of the nodes in

each BDD [9]. However, in practice, Knuth [16] notes that

the complexity is often closer to the sum of the nodes. Fig-

ure 3 shows our experimental results determining the packet-

space which will reach the default rule F using a BDD. The

theoretical worst-case scaling is exponential; however like

Knuth [16], we found the actual scaling to be linear. BDD’s

scaling is much better suited to our usage than TCAM-style

representations like Header Space, which is dominated by

the worst case exponential scaling.

We used the Multi-Terminal Binary Decision Diagram

(MTBDD) [10, 11] structure for the final canonical represen-

tation of a ruleset. An MTBDD extends a BDD by allowing

a finite set of terminal nodes instead of only true and false.

We selected an MTBDD as it solves many problems: (1) an

entire ruleset can be represented as a mapping from packet-

space to forwarding behaviour, (2) it is canonical and trivial

to compare, (3) it supports all required operations includ-

ing set operations, and (4) it performs well with a linear

space-complexity in practice.

3 EQUIVALENCE CHECKING
In this section, we present our method to compare forward-

ing equivalence of two OpenFlow rulesets. Our process has

three key steps: (1) flattening multi-table pipelines to an

equivalent single-table representation using Cartesian prod-

uct merging of rules (§3.1), (2) converting the actions applied

by the flattened rules to a canonical representation of for-

warding behaviour (§3.2), (3) building a canonical represen-

tation of packet-space mapped to the canonical forwarding

behaviour using an MTBDD (§3.3).

Algorithm 3.1 Flatten OpenFlow Tables to a Single-Table

Equivalence

Input: Tables Lists of original rules per table
Output: Ts The resulting single table equivalence

1: function flatten_tables(f irst , TableIndex )
2: ST ← Empty Table/List

3: for all second ∈ Tables[TableIndex] do
4: merдed ←Merge(f irst , second) ▷ Merge as

per description in § 3.1

5: if merдed != NULL then
6: if merдed .GotoTable then
7: ST .add(flatten_tables(merдed,
merдed .GotoTable))

8: else
9: ST .add(merдed)
10: end if
11: end if
12: end for
13: return ST
14: end function
15: f irst ← An Empty Rule

16: Ts ← flatten_tables(f irst , 0)
17: return Ts

This final MTBDD representation makes it trivial to check

the forwarding equivalence of two rulesets. Additionally,

we show how it is possible to perform other operations on

this representation such as finding the packet-space with

different forwarding behaviour. However, one rare edge case

remains where equivalences may not be detected due to

redundant set-field actions, which we resolve in §3.4.

3.1 Convert to a Single-Table Equivalence
By definition, we need to flatten a ruleset’s multiple tables

in order to form a canonical representation. Therefore, we

first flatten a multi-table ruleset to an equivalent single-table

ruleset using the recursive approach described Algorithm 3.1.

Flatten_tables recursively computes the Cartesian product

of all rules, simulating all paths a packet can take through the

pipeline. Rules in a table are merged with all the rules in the

next table they goto recursively until only one table remains.

The merge operation creates a single rule which matches

only packets reaching both rules and applies the equivalent

combined forwarding behaviour. The merge operation is

associative. For efficiency, we combine rules in table order

to avoid computing unreachable paths. Similar techniques

have been used in prior work [21, 22] as part of transforming

a ruleset to fit a fixed-function pipeline, but neither can

reconcile stacked tags (e.g. VLAN, MPLS, and PBB). Our
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Algorithm 3.2Merging OpenFlow Matches (bitwise)

Input: Wf A t-bit written by the first rule

Input: Mf A t-bit of the matches of the first rule

Input: Ms A t-bit of the matches of the second rule

Output: Mn The new merged match as a t-bit

1: function merge_bitwise(Wf ,Mf ,Ms )

2: ifWf = ∗ then
3: ps ←Mf
4: else
5: ps ←Wf
6: end if
7: if ps ∩Ms = � then
8: return NULL ▷ No overlapping packet-space

9: end if
10: ifWf = ∗ then
11: Mn ←Mf ∩Ms
12: else
13: Mn ←Mf
14: end if
15: returnMn
16: end function

approach is more general as it works with packet-spaces and

handles stacked tags.

Next, we outline how to merge the individual components

of a rule: match, write actions, apply actions, and priority,

with another rule, such that the Cartesian product merge of

all tables results in an equivalent single table representation.

We say the first rule is merged with the second rule in the

next table. The merged match is the most complicated to

calculate as it depends on the apply action modifications

made by the first rule.

Merging matches: As the merged rule will replace the

first rule, the merged match must represent the packet-space

as it enters the first rule that is also accepted by the second

rule. Naively, this is the intersection of the matches, but

this does not account for any modifications the first rule

makes to the packet. Modifications will not be present in

the ingress packet and therefore should not be included in

the merged match, but we must check the modified packet

is accepted by second rule’s match; otherwise, the packets

cannot reach both rules, so we do not generate a rule. We

consider two types of modifications: (1) the first rule sets a

header field matched by the second rule, and (2) the first rule

either pushes or pops a tag on the packet.

For example, consider merging the first rule Match={Src

IP:1.1.1.1} and Apply Actions=[Set Src IP:2.2.2.2, POP_VLAN]

with the second rule Match={VLAN_VID:100, Src IP:2.2.2.2}.

The merged match is {Src IP:1.1.1.1, VLAN_VID1:100}. No-

tice that even though the first rule rewrites the Src IP, the

merged match inherits its match from the first rule. However,

the rewritten IP is simulated to check that it matches the

second rule. Additionally, the merged match matches the

inner VLAN as the second rule matches the VLAN after a

pop operation and that field’s value had not been modified.

Merging matches with overwritten fields: Consider
merging two ruleswhere the first rulemodifies a field that the

second rule matches using apply actions or write metadata.
Algorithm 3.2 shows the bitwise operation to calculate a

mergedmatch for one t-bit.WhereMf andMs are one t-bit of

the first and secondmatches andWf is the t-bit written by the

first apply actions (* if not modified). Lines 2-6 simulate the

value of the t-bit reaching the second rule, and 7-9 check that

the intersection between the packet and second match is not

empty, i.e. packets can hit both rules. Lines 10-14 determine

the ingress packet-space that will be accepted by both rules.

If the first rule wrote to the t-bit, this change is not present

in the ingress packet, so the merged match is the match from

the first rule. Otherwise, the ingress packet is unchanged

between rules, so the merged match is the intersection of

bothmatches. In practice, OpenFlow 1.3 always sets the value

of an entire field so the bitwise operation can be applied

per header field, expect for metadata where rules can set

arbitrary bits.

Merging matches with multiple tags: Consider merg-

ing rules where the first pops or pushes a tag. These ac-

tions offset the tag reaching the second rule. In OpenFlow

1.3 there are three tags which can be pushed and popped:

VLAN, MPLS, and PBB [19]. A single rule can only match the

outermost tag, and matching inner tags is only possible in a

multi-table pipeline by first popping the outer tag and match-

ing the inner tag, which is now the outer, in the next table.

In order to represent matching an inner tag in our single-

table equivalence, we create new match fields to express

matching the nth tag, allowing all multi-table pipelines to

be expressed in a single table. For example, we replicate the

VLAN fields VLAN_VID and VLAN_PCP which match the

outermost VLAN tag to create VLAN_VID1 and VLAN_PCP1

to match the next tag.

Algorithm 3.3, calculate_egress, shows how to calculate

the packet-space of packets leaving a rule destined to another

table for further processing. Calculate_egress combines

both the packet-space restrictions imposed by the match and

the actions applied to the packet and calculates the egress

packet-space. Calculate_egress is used by Algorithm 3.4

to calculate the final merged match.

We define two helper methods to renumber tag fields

promote_field(match, f ield, rep) and demote_field(...). If
match is updated in-place, f ield selects the field to pro-

mote or demote and rep the number of times to repeat. Pro-

mote_field pops the outermost tag’s fields by decreasing

the number of the field, e.g. FIELD is removed, and FIELD1
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Algorithm 3.3 A rule’s egress packet-space (tag aware)

Input: rule An OpenFlow rule object

Input: taд An object containing information about a tag

including the taд.push and taд.pop action and taд. f ields
which are part of the tag

Output: eдress_packet The packet-space leaving the rule
Output: written_f ields The packet-space overwritten by

set_field actions.

Output: o f f set The offset the tag vs. the ingress packet.

1: function calculate_egress(rule)

2: rewritten← full packet-space

3: egress_packet← copy(rule.match)

4: op_count← 0

5: for all act ∈ rule .instructions .apply_actions do
6: if act.type = set_field then
7: egress_packet[act.field]← act.value

8: rewritten[act.field]← act.value

9: else if act.type = tag.push then
10: for all f ield ∈ taд. f ields do
11: demote_field(egress_packet, field, 1)

12: demote_field(rewritten, field, 1)

13: offset← offset - 1

14: end for
15: else if act.type = tag.pop then
16: for all f ield ∈ taд. f ields do
17: promote_field(egress_packet, field, 1)

18: promote_field(rewritten, field, 1)

19: offset← offset + 1

20: end for
21: end if
22: end for
23: return egress_packet, rewritten, offset

24: end function

becomes FIELD. Demote_field pushes an outer tag field

by increasing the number of the field, e.g. FIELD becomes

FIELD1. The value of the newly added FIELD is set to the

value of FIELD1 because OpenFlow specifies the new value

for a pushed field is taken from the outermost header.

Calculate_egress is simplified to process only a single

generic tag; our implementation repeats this process for all

tags, i.e. VLAN, MPLS, PBB. Calculate_egress line 23 re-

turns the packet-space leaving the rule destined to another

table, the portion of that packet-space that has been written

by apply-actions, and the final offset of the tag compared to

the packet entering the rule. Both the egress packet-space

and the rewritten packet-space are calculated near identi-

cally with the exception that the egress packet-space is ini-

tially copied from the first rule’s matches, whereas the writ-

ten fields begin as the full packet-space. The main for loop,

lines 5-22, simulates all modifications made by apply-actions.

Algorithm 3.4 Calculating the merged match of two rules

Input: f irst The first rule
Input: second The second rule

Output: merдed_match A new match

1: function merge_match(first, second)

2: egress_packet, rewritten, offset ← calcu-

late_egress(first)

3: for each match bit do:
4: merged_match ← merge_bitwise(rewritten,

egress_packet, second.match)

5: end for
6: if o f f set >= 1 then
7: for all f ield ∈ taд. f ields do
8: demote_field(merged_match, field, offset)

9: end for
10: else if o f f set <= −1 then
11: for all f ield ∈ taд. f ields do
12: promote_field(merged_match, field,-offset)

13: end for
14: end if
15: return f irst .match ∩merдed_match
16: end function

On encountering any set-field action the field in the egress

packet-space is assigned the new value, even if not tag re-

lated. Whereas on encountering a push or pop operation

either demote_field or promote_field is called to offset

all tags. Because a tag might include multiple matchable

fields, lines 10-14 and 16-20 apply promote or demote to all

fields within the tag. The packet-spaces returned represent

the packet the next rule in the pipeline sees with tags offset

appropriately.

Algorithm 3.4, merge_match, takes two rules and returns

the match for the final merged rule. First, line 2 takes the

result from calculate_egress (Alg 3.3) of the first rule,

then lines 3-5 apply the bitwise merge (Alg 3.2) between the

first rule’s egress packet-space and the second rule’s match.

This merge checks that packet-space reaches the second rule

and returns the merged packet-space. However, this merged

packet-space applies to the modified packet, not the ingress

packet, thus we revert the tag locations back to the ingress

offset (lines 6-14). Finally, because promote_field removes

popped tags, matches on these popped tags are lost and need

to be added back into the merged match. Line 15 restores

any matches on popped tags by taking the intersection of

the first rule’s match and the calculatedmerдed_match, and
returns the result.

Merging write actions: Write actions are merged as if

they were action sets following OpenFlow pipeline process-

ing; first applying clear action instructions and then overwrit-
ing existing actions with those written later in the pipeline.
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Original Minimal Notes Resolved By

group([output:1]) output:1 groups add indirection when outputting packets Step (2)

output:1, set vlan-vid:1 output:1 changes made to a dropped packet are irrelevant Step (2)

set vlan-vid:1, set vlan-vid:2, output:1 set vlan-vid:2, output:1 an overwritten set-field is redundant Step (3)

set vlan-vid:1, pop vlan, output:1 pop vlan, output:1 fields set on popped headers are redundant Step (3)

push vlan, pop vlan, output:1 output:1 push+pop pairs are redundant Step (3)

Table 1: Base-cases of equivalent operations in OpenFlow 1.3 we identified, showing an example of the original
action set, compared to a minimal representation and the step in our process which resolves them.

Apply Actions VID:1, Out:1, group([push VLAN, MAC:A,
VID:2, Out:2])

Write Actions Out:3, VID:3

(1) Combined VID:1, Out:1, group([push VLAN, MAC:A,
Action List VID:2, Out:2]),VID:3, Out:3

Output Actions

(2) Flatten 1 VID:1

Groups 2 VID:1, push VLAN, MAC:A, VID:2

3 VID:1, VID:3

(3) Remove 1 VID:1

Redundant 2 VID:1, push VLAN, MAC:A, VID:2

Operations 3 VID:3

(4) 1 VID:1

Topological 2 MAC:A, VID:1, push VLAN, VID:2

Sort 3 VID:3

VID=set VLAN ID, Out=output port, group is indirect

Figure 4: Canonicalisation of a complex action list.

For example, thewrite actions of the first rule [set vlan_vid:10,
set vlan_pcp:5] and the write-actions of the second rule [set

vlan_vid:20] are merged as [set vlan_vid:20, set vlan_pcp:5].

In this case, the first rule’s write of vlan_vid is overwritten

by the second rule, and the vlan_pcp write remains from the

first write-actions as it is not overwritten by the second.

Merging apply actions: To ensure that all actions are

applied in the order a packet traverses them, apply actions
are concatenated in pipeline processing order.

Merging priority: When flattening tables, relative pro-

cessing priority must be maintained, e.g. in Figure 1 the

priority order of merged rules from highest to lowest is:

A+D, A+E, B+D, B+E, C+D, and C+E. The relative prior-

ity order of the first rule takes precedence over the second

rule. We achieve this by scaling all priorities based on the

table that they are installed into to allow enough space be-

tween two adjacent priorities to fit all priorities of subsequent

tables, using this formula new_priority(r ) = priority(r ) ×
(MaxPriority |tables |−1−tableindex (r )). These scaled priorities

are merged using addition.

3.2 Identify Equivalent Actions
Now we have a single-table representation of the original

ruleset, we look to form a canonical representation of the

forwarding behaviour applied by each rule. Identifying equiv-

alent actions is difficult because OpenFlow has many ways

to represent the same behaviour. We read the OpenFlow

1.3 specification and identified five base cases of equivalent

action sequences (listed in Table 1), which we resolved by

conversion to a minimal form.

We represent actions per output port minimised and or-

dered to create a canonical form. We are careful to perform

this canonicalisation in a dependency-aware manner to en-

sure actions are not removed or reordered in a way that

changes forwarding behaviour. We define a dependency be-

tween two actions if performing them in reverse order will

result in different forwarding behaviour. For example, every

set-field is dependent on itself, setting VLAN-VID is addition-

ally dependent on push and pop VLAN operations, and all

actions share a dependency with output actions. Our process

of converting actions to this canonical format is detailed

below and is shown by example in Figure 4.

(1) We combine a rule’s write actions and apply actions
into a single apply actions list. The write actions are
appended to the end of apply actions in the processing

order detailed by OpenFlow [19]. Step 1 of Figure 4

shows an example output of this step.

(2) We flatten all groups and output actions by creating

a mapping of the output port to actions (Step 2 of

Figure 4). The process walks from the start of the com-

bined action list collecting the actions applied to the

packet. When an output action is found, instead of

collecting it we map the output port to the actions

collected thus far. When a group is encountered, we

make a copy of the actions collected so far for each

group bucket. Then, we walk each bucket removing

the group while preserving its behaviour.

(3) Wewalk through each list finding and removing redun-

dant actions. These include duplicate set-fields, and

sequences such as push VLAN, set VID, pop VLAN.

Step 3 of Figure 4 removes the redundant VID:1 action
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{1: [('OUTPUT', 1)]}
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Figure 5: The canonical MTBDD representation of the
equivalent rulesets shown in Figures 1 and 2. The low
(dotted) edge is the decisionmade if a bit in the header
is 0, and the high (solid) edge is the decision made if a
bit is 1.

on output 3. These cannot be removed if another de-

pendency of a different type is found in-between, as

seen with output 2; the push VLAN action between

the VID stops VID:1 being removed as VID:1 refers to

a different VLAN header to VID:2.

(4) We perform a topological sort on the list to normalise

ordering while maintaining dependency ordering. Step

4 of Figure 4 shows how MAC:A is sorted alphabeti-

cally before VID:1. But, a dependency exists between

VID:1 and Push VLAN which prohibits reordering.

The process normalises OpenFlow groups to flat represen-

tations of output actions, minimises the result by removing

redundant actions, and finally sorts the result while main-

taining dependencies. The result of this process is a minimal

canonical representation of forwarding behaviour through

an OpenFlow pipeline.

3.3 Resolve Equivalent Matches
At this point in the process we have a single-table of overlap-

ping priority-ordered matches, each mapping to a canonical

representation of its forwarding behaviour. Now we must

check the forwarding for the complete packet-space is the

same. For this, we use an MTBDD [10, 11] as it provides a

suitable canonical mapping from packet-space to forwarding

behaviour as we discussed previously in Section 2.4.

Figure 5 shows a complete canonical MTBDD representa-

tion of the rulesets in Figures 1 and 2. Each node is numbered

corresponding to a bit in the packet header with 1 being the

most significant bit used for dropping packets. The branches

from each node represent the forwarding decision made if

that bit is 0 or 1 for any given packet, the terminal (leaf)

node holds the forwarding decision. We use a special ter-

minal node � to represent empty packet space, allowing an

Algorithm 3.5 Convert a Rule to a BDD

Input: nodes The node cache, indexed by [num, low, high]

Input: terminals The terminal cache, indexed by [action]

Input: bits Match as t-bits ▷ 0, 1 or *(don’t care)
Input: action A canonical form of the rule’s actions

Output: BDDRoot The resulting BDD representation

BDDRoot ← terminals[action]
numBits ← |bits |
for i = numBits − 1 to 0 do

if bits[i] = 0 then
BDDRoot ← nodes[i,BDDRoot ,�]

else if bits[i] = 1 then
BDDRoot ← nodes[i,�,BDDRoot]

end if ▷ bits[i] = ∗ does not add a node

end for

MTBDD to represent a partial packet-space. MTBDD equiv-

alence is trivial to check. Equivalent MTBDDs have identical

root nodes because efficient implementations maintain only

one instance of every subgraph [8].

Converting an OpenFlow rule to a partial BDD: First,
OpenFlowmatch fields are concatenated together in a consis-

tent order and fields not included in the match are filled with

* to form a TCAM-style match. The 40 matchable fields in

OpenFlow 1.3.5 are represented in 1261 t-bits. Algorithm 3.5

shows the conversion to a BDD; the result is a BDD repre-

senting a partial packet-space defined for packets matching

the rule with the remaining packet-space empty (�). We

build the BDD in reverse from the terminal node up to the

root for efficiency. This ordering is more efficient because

to add a node within a BDD requires its parent node to be

recreated with the correct child reference, which has the flow

on effect of recreating all nodes until the root. Building top

down requires all nodes to be recreated for each insertion.

Whereas adding a node to the root of a BDD requires only

the creation of one new node.

Only 0 and 1 t-bits add nodes to the BDD, * does not create

a node as it does not influence the decision made. The node

ordering chosen within the BDD will change the BDD size;

however, finding the best node ordering is NP-complete [6].

We found using a node ordering so that the most significant

bit of a field is stored in the lowest numbered node (i.e. top

of the graph) more efficiently stores prefix matches than the

reverse ordering.

Converting a priority ordered table to a BDD: Rep-
resenting individual rules as partial BDDs is not sufficient,

as this ignores the priority order in OpenFlow tables. Algo-

rithm 3.6 details the process of converting a priority ordered

list of partial BDDs to a full BDD for the complete packet-

space. The intuition is that lower priority rules can only

match the packet-space not already represented in higher
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Algorithm 3.6 Convert an OpenFlow Table To a BDD

(Naive)

Input: nodes The node cache, indexed by [num, low, high]

Input: rules A priority ordered list of rules represented as

BDDs Algorithm 3.5

Output: BDD A full representation of forwarding be-

haviour

1: BDD ← �
2: for all r ∈ rules do
3: BDD← priorityAdd(BDD, r )
4: end for
5: function priorityAdd(f , s)
6: if f = � then
7: return s
8: end if
9: if isTerminal(f ) or s = � then
10: return f
11: end if ▷ Note: terminal .num > node .num
12: if f .num = s .num then
13: returnnodes[f .num,priorityAdd(f .low, s .low),

14: priorityAdd(f .hiдh, s .hiдh)]
15: else if f .num < s .num then
16: return nodes[f .num, priorityAdd(f .low, s),
17: priorityAdd(f .hiдh, s)]
18: else ▷ f .num > s .num
19: return nodes[s .num, priorityAdd(f , s .low),

20: priorityAdd(f , s .hiдh)]
21: end if
22: end function

Algorithm3.7Convert an OpenFlow Table To a BDD (D&C)

1: while |rules | > 1 do
2: newRules ← List()
3: for all r1 ∈ even(rules); r2 ∈ odd(rules) do
4: newRules .append(priorityAdd(r1, r2))
5: end for
6: if mod(|rules |, 2) = 1 then
7: newRules .append(rules[−1])
8: end if
9: rules ← newRules
10: end while
11: BDD← rules[0]

priority rules. As such, lower priority rules can only fill

empty (�) space in the BDD. Lines 1-4 add each rule to an

empty BDD from high to low priority; priorityAdd takes

the highest priority as its first argument. The priorityAdd

function recursively walks all nodes in both graphs in unison

until leaves are found (lines 12-20), and is the common basis

of all BDD operations, called the apply operation. Lines 6-11

define the priorityAdd operation we apply. If at any time

the first (higher priority) BDD becomes empty the second

BDD (lower priority) will be returned, otherwise reaching a

terminal node on the first or an empty node on the second

will return the first.

In our evaluation (§4.2) we find Algorithm 3.6 can be slow,

because (1) applying the priorityAdd operation to rules from

highest to lowest priority adds one small BDD to an ever-

growing BDD, and (2) adding nodes to the bottom of a BDD

requires all nodes above to be rebuilt. Performance can be

improved by reordering the priorityAdd operations; pro-

vided that only priority adjacent BDDs are combined, the

final BDD is the same.

For better performance we created a Divide-and-Conquer

(D&C) approach shown in Algorithm 3.7, which replaces

lines 2-4 of Algorithm 3.6. Algorithm 3.7 works similarly to

merge sort, where even and odd numbered rules in the list

are combined pairwise (lines 3-5) resulting in a list half the

size repeatedly until one final BDD remains as checked by

line 1. Lines 6-8 check if the list of BDDs is uneven and will

add the remaining BDD, which has no pair, to the new list. In

the D&C approach, most priorityAdd operations combine

two small BDDs, limiting the number of nodes that have to

be subsequently rebuilt, thus improving performance.

Finding different forwarding behaviour: In order to

identify the packet-space, which can, in turn, identify the

OpenFlow rules resulting in different forwarding behaviour,

we define the difference operation using the apply operation

as a base. This is logically similar to a set difference, however,

in an MTBDD there are multiple options for constructing

the terminal node. We define a simple yet powerful version

of difference that returns a normal BDDwhere the difference

is mapped to the true terminal and matching packet-space

to false. Our implementation maps differences back to the

original rules. Another useful difference operation of two

MTBDDs returns both actions encoded in the terminal node

for packet-space which differs, otherwise �. Encoding both

actions in the terminal is useful for analysing the actions

without needing to convert back to flow rules, and we use

this difference in the lazy action checking described next.

3.4 Resolve redundant set-field actions
In our method described so far we have transformed an

OpenFlow ruleset into a seemingly canonical MTBDD repre-

sentation of forwarding behaviour. However, false negatives

can arise in a rare edge case because our method of convert-

ing actions to a canonical form assumes independence to

the packet header. In most cases this is a correct assumption;

however, a subtle edge case exists where an action sets the

value of a field back to its original value in the packet header

as this is equivalent to not modifying the field.
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Match IP Dst. Write IP Dst.

A1 1.1.1.0/31 1.1.1.1

(a) Always set the field to 1.1.1.1
Match IP Dst. Write IP Dst.

B1 1.1.1.1/32

B2 1.1.1.0/31 1.1.1.1

(b) First ignore packets which are 1.1.1.1
Match IP Dst. Write IP Dst.

C1 1.1.1.0/32 1.1.1.1

C2 1.1.1.0/31

(c) First set-fields which are not 1.1.1.1

Figure 6: Three equivalent rulesets which demon-
strate that canonical actions can be dependent on the
match, because setting a field is redundant if the field
already has the same value. Rules are ordered from
highest priority to lowest.

Figure 6 shows three equivalent rulesets which highlight

the flaw with this assumption. The equivalence of these

rulesets is simple to reason about, as we only need to consider

packets with two input IP destinations, 1.1.1.0 and 1.1.1.1,

which are both output as 1.1.1.1. Figure 6a rule A1 rewrites

both 1.1.1.0 and 1.1.1.1 to 1.1.1.1. Figure 6b rule B1 matches

1.1.1.1 without rewriting, B2 matches 1.1.1.0 and rewrites

it to 1.1.1.1. Figure 6c rule C1 matches 1.1.1.0 and rewrites

it to 1.1.1.1 and C2 matches 1.1.1.1 without rewriting. If we

compare actions, Figure 6b and 6c take no action on 1.1.1.1,

whereas Figure 6a rewrites it to 1.1.1.1 and as such would

incorrectly be found nonequivalent.

We next detail both an eager and lazy solution to this

problem.We have implemented a prototype of both solutions

and found they correctly resolve equivalences.

Eager: This approach ensures the resulting MTBDD is

canonical. As we use a minimal representation to form our

canonical action representation, we should exclude a set-field

action when the packet already has that field set to the same

value because it is redundant. In this solution, we replace

rules that contain set-field actions with a sequence of rules

without the set-field for packets already set to that value

before building the MTBDD. The logic is to create a copy

of every rule containing set-field actions with 1) a specific

match on the written value set, and 2) the set-field instruc-

tion removed. This new rule is placed at a higher priority and

provides a minimal representation for the actions. This pro-

cess must be applied to all combinations of set-fields, making

it scale with the number of unique set-fields. Figure 7 shows

how to convert the rule in Figure 7a into the four priority-

ordered rules in Figure 7b with a canonical action set for all

combinations of set-field values.

Match Set-Fields

— EthDst:A, EthSrc:B

(a) Original rule
Match Set-Fields

EthSrc:A, EthSrc:B —

EthSrc:B EthDst:A

EthDst:A EthSrc:B

— EthDst:A, EthSrc:B

(b) A priority-ordered ruleset, using minimal action sets for
cases where the packet already contains the value set by a
set-field action.

Figure 7: The conversion from a single rule contain-
ing multiple set-field actions into all possible combi-
nationswhere those set-fields can be eliminated as the
packet header already contains the value, filtered by
adding it as a match. This minimises the action set for
those cases allowing detection of equivalent rulesets
where are actions are dependant on thematched value
as shown in Figure 6.

A set-field action in OpenFlow 1.3 sets the entirety of that

field to the value supplied, so our eager solution scales ex-

ponentially with the number of set-field actions, 2
|set f ields |

.

Anecdotally we have found this exponential scaling is not a

problem as the number of set-field actions is generally low.

However, OpenFlow 1.5 allows a programmer to set partial

fields (i.e. individual bits), if we apply the same solution,

then combinations need to be made per bit, which becomes

infeasibly large.

Lazy: in this approach, the MTBDD is built as usual, and

the comparison is modified to include additional checks lazily.

The comparison first checks if the two MTBDDs are already

equivalent and can break early. Otherwise, the equivalence

check performs additional checks on the differing portions.

This additional checking can break early at the first non-

equivalent portion it finds as this means the forwarding

behaviour as a whole is not equivalent. Therefore, the next

portion only needs to be evaluated when redundant set-fields

cause the difference.

To perform this additional check, we leverage the structure

of the MTBDD by applying a difference operation which

upon finding a difference encodes a terminal that includes

both actions. A single path through this MTBDD from root

to terminal encodes a portion of the mismatched packet-

space to the two action different actions. Any action which

omits a redundant set-field will always become a separate

path in the MTBDD. The path is different because a ruleset

must include a set-field in the actions for all other values

of the field apart from the redundant. Therefore the actions
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Original To Single-Table To MTBDD

Ruleset No. Rules No. Tables No. Rules Time Naive Alg. Time D&C Alg. Time No. Nodes

Faucet Router 582 8 11,447 9.71s 1.97s 1.13s 130,287

Faucet Access 1937 8 7,216 6.77s 0.82s 0.64s 74,148

RouteViews FIB 740,332 1 740,332 0.6s 23.82s 22.66s 279,985

FIB Reversed 740,332 1 740,332 0.6s 15.09hr 425s 10,009,281

Table 2: Details of the rulesets evaluated, and the MTBDD build time for each. The time taken to convert the
ruleset to a canonical MTBDD format is divided into the time to convert to a single-table, and time to build the
MTBDD using both the Naive and Divide-and-Conquer approach.

are different and will be stored in different terminal nodes.

The additional check converts each path to the match it

represents, and then each matched field is added as a set-

field to the beginning of both rulesets’ apply actions and

then the actions are canonicalised as per Section 3.2 and

compared again. Rerunning canonicalisation removes any

duplicate set-fields we introduced. This comparison would

be equally valid if it removed rather than added set-fields.

Compared to the eager approach the lazy approach will

add near zero overhead unless rulesets differ due to redun-

dant set-fields. This lazy approach can be applied per bit

(rather than field) to deal with cases like OpenFlow 1.5 which

supports bitwise set-fields, without additional overhead. Fur-

ther, it avoids the expansion issue of the eager approach.

However, unlike the eager approach, the lazy approach does

not result in a canonical MTBDD, so other MTBDD opera-

tions may need to consider this case.

4 EVALUATION
4.1 Implementation
We implemented our ruleset equivalence checking method

in Python [1]. We accept Ryu [20] rulesets. To represent

packet-space internally we use and convert between Open-

Flow, Header Space, and BDD where appropriate. Building

a single-table equivalence uses the OpenFlow and Header

Space [15] packet-space representations which support quick

intersection operations. While most of the code is imple-

mented in Python, some hot spots have been converted to

C. The MTBDD is implemented entirely in C with Python

bindings for better performance. We used the CUDD BDD

library [25] as a base for our MTBDD and added our cus-

tom rule conversion, priorityAdd and difference operation

logic.

4.2 Performance
In order to evaluate our solution, we present its performance

with three different real-world rulesets. We do not evaluate

the time to check equivalence of any two rulesets as equiva-

lent rulesets have the same memory address for their root

nodes [11, 25] and the additional lazy check is trivial to com-

pute. Instead, we measure the time to build the MTBDD rep-

resentation. We perform our tests with an i7-4790 @3.6Ghz

and 8GB of RAM; our implementation is single-threaded.

We evaluate the rulesets shown in Table 2. These con-

sist of two captures, Faucet Router and Faucet Access, from

two OpenFlow switches in a real-world enterprise deploy-

ment [26] which were programmed by the Faucet [5] con-

troller. The Faucet controller was configured to perform

VLAN switching, IPv4/6 routing, and stateless firewalling.

Faucet Router has more complexity than Faucet Access as

it was connected to the upstream and carries routes. Faucet

Access does not carry routes, but had a larger ruleset due

to having more ports, each with a stateless firewall policy

applied. RouteViews FIB is based on a RouteViews [18] RIB
1
,

which we converted to a FIB. FIB reversed is the same as

RouteViews FIB but with the bit order reversed so that the

least significant bit is the lowest numbered node in the BDD.

This demonstrates performance in the case where a poor

node ordering is chosen, as is evidenced by the increase in

the final size of BDD from 280K to 10 million unique nodes.

Table 2 shows the time in seconds it takes to convert each

OpenFlow ruleset into an MTBDD for equivalence checking

and the final size of the MTBDD in unique nodes. We report

the conversion to an MTBDD in two parts, first converting a

multi-table pipeline to an equivalent single-table (§3.1) and

second the time to build this table into a canonical MTBDD

(§3.2, §3.3). We compare results for both the Naive MTBDD

Algorithm 3.6 and the Divide-and-Conquer (D&C) approach

Algorithm 3.7.

For the Faucet rulesets conversion to a single-table is the

most expensive operation. This is not surprising as this op-

eration is implemented primarily in Python, while the con-

version to a BDD is primarily performed in C. The D&C

approach outperforms the Naive approach in all cases. We

believe this better performance is because while both the

Naive and D&C approaches perform the same number of

priorityAdd operations, the size of the BDDs added are

1
RouteViews RIB available: http://archive.routeviews.org/oix-route-views/

2018.02/oix-full-snapshot-2018-02-13-0000.bz2
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on average smaller for D&C. Anecdotally we also expect

rules with similar match fields to have the same priority and

compute faster when added to a BDD compared to rules

with different fields which, if added to the bottom of the

BDD, require all parent nodes to rebuilt. The performance of

our implementation is good with all rulesets except for the

intentionally poorly ordered FIB reversed. While not quite

fast enough for real-time applications, it is fast enough to be

added to a controller’s regression testing, or offline checking

of potential ruleset optimisations. Comparing FIB reversed,

the difference in build time between the Naive approach of

15 hours and D&C’s 7 minutes is significant and shows that

D&C will finish in a reasonable time even if a poor BDD

node ordering is selected. This removes the need to pick

the most optimal node ordering, which is an NP-complete

problem [6].

4.3 Completeness
Our solution will not return false positives, but, in rare cases

can return false negatives, i.e. equivalent rulesets may incor-

rectly be deemed nonequivalent as there remain equivalent

actions we have not resolved as they require additional in-

formation. For example, equivalent actions can arise with

the processing of special OpenFlow ports, such as a FLOOD

output which is equivalent to an output action for every

port on the switch. The correctness of resolving such cases

depends on the switch’s state, such as the number of ports

connected to a switch. The validity of considering such cases

equivalent is unclear, as a state change would invalidate a

result, and ultimately depends on the use case.

This issue is not fundamentally unsolvable, it just requires

a developer to design a minimisation as we did in Section 3.2.

We have not implemented equivalences which require addi-

tional switch state, but we highlight these as depending on

the use case they may be important.

5 RELATEDWORK
Equivalence Checking: Yang et al. [28] presented two al-

gorithms to compare OpenFlow ruleset equivalence, but did

not implement them. Their first, the match-field oriented
approach, considered a rule at a time from the first ruleset,

and successively eliminated matching rules from the sec-

ond ruleset. If all rules were eliminated, then the rulesets

were equivalent. However, it did not account for overlaps in

rules which, when encountered, only removed the highest

priority match; the remaining shadowed rule was not elimi-

nated, causing equivalent rulesets to be deemed nonequiv-

alent. Their second approach, the action oriented approach,
created a canonical mapping of action to matches. Yang et
al. did not consider equivalence in actions, and as they did

not implement their algorithms, did not specify a particular

match representation. From our experience, a BDD repre-

sentation would be suitable. Our implementation using an

MTBDD provides a practical canonical match to action map-

ping, and shows how equivalences can exist in actions and

be resolved.

BDDs in networking: Smolka et al. [24] and Arashloo et
al. [4] used BDD structures to compile high-level languages

into physical network topologies. Smolka et al. introduced
the Forwarding Decision Diagram (FDD), and Arashloo et al.
extended the FDD to encode stateful operations. Both found

the FDD structure is efficient and offers chances for optimi-

sation through removing equivalences. An FDD differs from

an MTBDD as a decision node considers an entire value of

the field rather than a single bit and cannot represent the

arbitrary masking found in OpenFlow. Yang and Lam [27]

used a BDD representation of packet-space to create atomic

predicates to verify forwarding behaviour, including reacha-

bility, loop detection, and black hole detection. They found

their approach was fast enough to run in real-time. BDDs

and MTBDDs have also been used to represent firewall ACL

rules for verification checking [12, 29] and as a structure for

fast packet classification [12, 13, 23].

While the use of BDDs to represent aspects of forwarding

behaviour is not new, our work highlights novel considera-

tions required to use MTBDDs for equivalence checking of

OpenFlow forwarding behaviour, including resolving equiva-

lences in actions which prior work ignored, and performance

considerations when constructing an MTBDD.

6 CONCLUSION
We designed and implemented an efficient method to detect

equivalence between OpenFlow 1.3 rulesets, the code for

which we have released to assist the research community [1].

We detailed how to flatten a multi-table pipeline to an

equivalent single-table representation which is easier to

work with. We showed that equivalences can exist in ac-

tions and present a method of resolving these to a canonical

form. Finally, we showed that an MTBDD provides a suitable

canonical form to map packet-space to forwarding behaviour

and equivalence checking.

Our technique provides a viable option to check the equiv-

alence of OpenFlow 1.3 rulesets which, as far as we know, is

the first implementation of SDN ruleset equivalence check-

ing. Future directions for this research include an investi-

gation into incremental optimisations to enable real-time

checking of rulesets, optimising BDD node and build order,

and developing equivalence checking implementations for

other SDN standards such as OpenFlow 1.5 and P4. Our equiv-

alence checking could be used in future work transforming

rulesets, be it for optimising power efficiency, targeting new

hardware, or reducing table size to improve networks.
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